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Lucid Dreamer

Atoms drawn in textbooks look like bubblegum and marbles, but they’re really more

akin to stardust and shadows. I wave my hand in front of my face and marvel that there is no

actual separation between the atoms that make up my skin and the atoms that dance

through the air. Beautiful. My research was meant to conquer death, but to my surprise, I

have discovered there is nothing to conquer. Life, as it turns out, is a dream in which the veil

between dreamers and the waking realm is thin. My discovery proves that the waking realm is

illusory and dreamers are in physical reality.

My thumb strokes the harddrive in the pocket of my peacoat. Six years of research

has been downloaded onto this little piece of dreamer technology — six years of research

that could ruin everyone’s peaceful sleep as it has ruined mine. It’s the only copy. How do

you describe the indescribable in a presentation to the Joint Chiefs of Staff? Especially when

it has way more than security ramifications, consequences that I could never have imagined. I

couldn’t help but let it slip to my good friend and colleague, Michel that I think

I’ve actually stumbled upon the development I was researching and that it wildly

exceeded even my expectations. I think I have unveiled what world superpowers

only encountered in their wildest dreams.

The sky is clear today. Dreamers stroll along paved paths in the city park —

playful children watched over by attentive parents — adoring couples fascinated

by one another — loyal pets following their owners. As I watch the

scene from a patch of dandelion-covered grass, I’m reminded of the
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innocent fun I used to have as a seven-year-old boy playing with modelling clay. For hours, I

would create new colourful shapes and then squish them deliciously between my fingers. By

high school, I’d forgotten the delight of modelling clay. Then I saw my little brother playing

with it at the kitchen table. It amazed me that something so rudimentary could captivate

him. I just couldn’t recall what had once been so fascinating; watching people in the park

today feels just like that.

None of these people sees the waking realm as interwoven with their dreams. The

waking realm is inhabited by pleasant nightmares: creatures made not of flesh and bone but

of void and shadow. At first, I thought I was losing my mind. Since my research breakthrough

only two days ago, I’ve seen otherworldly creatures in a seemingly endless range of shapes

and sizes, from mouse-like blobs to giants towering over skyscrapers. Some peer at the world

of dreamers through lidless eyes while others have no eyes at all. Some have heavy

galaxy-coloured bodies while others seem to float like vapour. I call them floaters.

Remarkably, all these voyeuristic creatures are awake, and that means they’re free to

influence us unwitting dreamers of physical reality.

An elderly woman and her jumpy pomeranian walk past me. The pair catches the

lidless eye of a wispy bipedal shadow creature. It wraps a gangly arm around the woman’s

hunched shoulders. The cells in her body darken with a reddish hue. I grit my teeth and

project my thoughts at the creature. My message sets the atoms in the air abuzz as it travels

to the mind of the lidless eye: “Don’t hurt her.”

The eye snaps toward me, no doubt fascinated as other creatures have been that I

know how to interact with their realm. The creature removes its arm from the woman’s
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shoulders. Her cells cool. She continues peacefully on her walk, blissfully unaware that there

was ever danger.

A raven calls from the branches of an elm behind me. I look up. The raven’s voice

echoes through my mind, like a coarse whisper, “You poor thing. Poor lonely thing.” She tilts

her head toward the sun, a violet sheen of feathers. “There is no way to forget what you know

now, poor thing, and you have nobody with whom to share your lucid dream.” I look away.

The whisper stops.

I remove my phone from my pocket, scroll through my contacts, and select my friend,

Michel. It rings a few times before he answers.

“Hey Allan! You ready for this afternoon’s presentation? I know you’ll do great.”

“Thanks, I’m sure it will be… fine. May I trouble you to give me a ride?”

“Sure, where to, bud? Tom and I just

stepped out of the office to do a coffee run, but

we’ll be back soon. Man, I wouldn’t miss your

research presentation for anything.”

“I’m not in the office. I’m at the park

downtown.”

“Oh! We thought you’d be holed up in

the lab psyching yourself up this whole time.”

“No, I haven’t been to work yet today.”

“Well then, we’ll be there to pick you up

in a few minutes.”
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“Cool.”

As I return my phone to my pocket, I feel someone watching me. I turn. On the other

side of this dandelion patch, a delicate young woman looks up from her easel. Her black hair

is tied back in a galaxy-coloured bow. A dozen floating eyes the size of human heads float

behind the artist, admiring her painting, penetrating eyes that seem more catlike than

human. Floaters. Like ink in water, darkness spreads from their pupils into the air around the

artist and her easel. I wonder, if she could see those creatures, whether she would be as

terrified as I was when I first saw their kind.

I approach the artist and her enraptured spectator chorus. “What are you painting?”

“A portrait of a lonely man. It’s almost finished. Would you like to see?”

She beckons with a gentle wave of her hand. The eyes float to her left side, making

room for me on her right. I step into the inky air and study her work. I smile to see myself

through someone else’s eyes, a theatrical version with comic book undertones, rich in colour

accentuated by black outlines. A Clark McDougall influence, perhaps. The painting is of a

man looking at a proud raven in the branches of a twisted elm. His tight black curls and

burgundy knit sweater capture mine. Instead of eyes, however, the painted version of Allan’s

eye sockets are a galactic void, sparkling with flecks of gold. The background of the painting

remains a blank work in progress.

“What do you think?”

“My eyes are all wrong,” I jest.

“You really think so?” She leans closer, studying her work intently, and then shrugs.

“See, I think they’re perfect.”
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“In any case, it’s a beautiful painting.” I admire the deep blue paint splattered on the

artist’s careful fingers. There’s a streak of violet paint along her jaw too. I wonder whether

she hasn’t noticed or just doesn’t mind the feeling of paint on her skin. “I didn’t get your

name.”

“Tessa.”

“I’m Allan. I’m flattered. Thank you for sharing your art with me, Tessa.” My phone

buzzes in my pocket. My ride must be here.

“Somewhere to be?”

“Afraid so.”

“Take care of yourself,” she says and waves goodbye with her well-worn paintbrush. I

feel the floaters’ gaze linger on my back as I step onto the concrete path.

A few paces between me and the artist, I raise my hand and focus on the veil that

separates dreamers from the waking realm. A violet sheen is my cue to close my fingers,

seizing a piece of the veil. The veil feels like silk. I tug it closer to my chest and it wraps

around my body. Time fades. I close my eyes and project my will. The atoms that form my

body intermingle with those in the air. Like partners in a waltz, they swirl together in

beautiful synchronicity then part. I open my eyes and find myself in the backseat of Michel’s

sedan, exactly where I willed myself to be. The window of time that passed between the

moment I closed and opened my eyes has skipped my consciousness, but like all time in this

dream, it remains part of that veil between sleep and wakefulness.
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Michel peers at me from the driver’s seat through his rear-view mirror. A rosary hangs

from the mirror, cross swinging as the car turns around a corner. Tom sits attentively in the

passenger seat, sipping from a paper coffee cup.

“Don’t you agree, Allan?” Michel urges.

“Sorry, I wasn’t listening.”

“I was just telling Tom that he should apply for a position on our National Security

Research Team.” He nudges Tom with his elbow. Tom smiles bashfully.

“Oh. Yeah, Tom, if that’s something you’re interested in, you should apply.”

“Would you be a reference for him?”

“Sure…” A violet haze surrounds Michel’s wedding band. I’m the only one who can see

it. The haze solidifies for a moment, squeezing Michel’s ring finger. He taps his hand against

the steering wheel, shaking away the feeling. The haze dissipates. “You know, Michel, you

could be Tom’s reference too.”

“I know, I know, but let’s not kid ourselves. You’re the most popular researcher on our

team. Your reference would be more meaningful.”

“That’s not true.”

Michel winks at Tom. “He’s being modest.”

A warm glow emanates from Tom as he laughs. The glow brightens until its radiance

touches the haze constricting Michel’s wedding band. For a moment, the haze disappears,

releasing Michel’s hand, but it creeps back as soon as Tom stops laughing.

“Well, you’re both popular with me,” Tom says. “Your defence team does important

work for this country. I’d love to be part of that.”
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Sunlight fades as we descend into the parking garage. In the darkness, I notice a dim

light connecting both men like streams of fire. It radiates from their cores and meets in the

narrow space between them.

“Just like that, another coffee break comes to an end. They always go by too fast,”

Michel sighs and pulls into his parking spot.

The air in the underground parking garage is always dry. We shuffle out of the car

and approach the concrete stairwell that leads to a skyscraper full of labs where we work.

Each floor is a different department made up of scientists and government officials who only

inform one another of their activities on a need-to-know basis. Like Tolkien’s Bilbo, I clutch

the harddrive in my pocket.

Michel’s eyes linger on Tom’s designer suit and toned muscles as Tom enjoys the last

sip of his coffee. The haze solidifies around Michel’s wedding band

again. Michel quickly looks over his shoulder at me before facing

forward and putting his hands in the pockets of his cardigan. Tom

tosses his empty cup in a blue bin outside the steel door to the

stairwell. We ascend to the first floor.

“Same time tomorrow, right?” Tom asks Michel.

“You bet.”

Automatic glass doors swing open to welcome us to the

atrium’s security check. In a neat row, ten security stations filter the

building’s attendees. Everyone can see that each station is set up

with two unsmiling guards, a conveyor to scan people’s belongings,
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a metal detector, and a full-body scanner, but only I can see the giant eye that looms above it

all. The eye of the waking realm fills the ceiling of the atrium. Dozens of floaters around it

remind me of a frog’s offspring perched on her back. They delight in the drama of vulnerable

people examined by cold security machines. I try to ignore them as Michel, Tom and I each

approach a different station.

“Good afternoon,” Michel says to his security officer at the station beside mine. The

officer hands him a plastic bin to store his belongings on their trip through the conveyer. My

muscles tense as I place my research harddrive into a plastic bin of my own. Michel leans

toward me across the stainless steel divider, removing his gold watch. “Is your research on

there?” I nod.

The security officer who accepts my plastic bin looks tired but nonetheless stern.

“Nothing else in your pockets?”

“No. That’s everything.”

The looming eyes’ pupils dilate as Tom steps into the full-body x-ray machine. He’s

only worked here about a month, so it still rattles his nerves to be so exposed. The waking

realm reveals his anxiety to me as a gloomy aura that surrounds his body in the x-ray

machine. I think of noxious gas. He raises his arms and parts his legs, standing like a rigid

starfish to give the x-ray a clear view. The gigantic eye and its offspring aren’t as interested in

me and Michel as we walk through metal detectors and prepare to be scanned. Over the

years, we’ve achieved an enlightened state of apathy in the face of security theatre. Floaters

are interested in more dramatic reactions than we offer.
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“What are you staring at?” barks my security officer. The looming eye and I turn our

attention to him. He impatiently holds my belongings out to me in their plastic bin. I quickly

return the harddrive to my pocket. The security officer follows where my gaze had pointed to

the giant eye overhead, but from his dreamer perspective, there’s only a flat ceiling. The eye’s

offspring, no doubt thrilled to have been noticed, float down to crowd the officer in

fascination.

“Ah, I just spaced out. I have a presentation this afternoon that’s got me pretty

nervous. All morning, I’ve been trying to sort out what I’m going to say.”

As he nods, the security officer bumps a floating eye with his wide forehead. It drifts

back toward the ceiling. “I see. Well, good luck with your presentation.”

“Thank you.”

Tom waves over his shoulder as we part ways toward our separate departments.

Michel and I follow the cold marble floor to a pair of shiny elevators. The elevator to our left

opens. A galaxy-coloured creature scurries out like a frightened rat. Michel and I step inside.

The door slides shut. Michel selects the seventeenth floor, home to the National Security

Research Team’s lab.

“Hey,” I clear my throat, “I know this is none of my business, and I promise your

secret will go to the grave with me, but I need to say something about you and Tom.”

Michel smiles weakly. He stares at the climbing number above the elevator door as

we ascend. “Sure, it’s your business. What are friends for, right? I’m surprised it took you so

long to notice.”
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I open my mouth to speak, but something else captures my attention. What looks like

a silk thread is hanging loose from Michel’s pupil. It’s thin but long enough to brush against

his lips. As I reach for the thread, the number above the door stops climbing. Michel is

suddenly motionless like a clay statue. Time stops. I gently take the thread between my

thumb and forefinger. It is as perfectly soft as the veil between this dream and the waking

realm. As I pull the thread from my friend’s hazel eye, the familiar touch of the veil envelops

me. There’s a complex mingling scent of freshly ground coffee beans and idling engines. I

close my eyes and surrender to wherever the veil wishes to carry me.

A gentle breeze is the first sound, then the gentle drone of car engines. I open my

eyes. The veil has transported me to a red brick coffee shop. There’s no sign yet of whether

I’ve moved forward or backward in this dream’s timeline. Early afternoon traffic rushes past

the old downtown building. Dreamers sit at four tables outside the shop, lining the sidewalk.

The city park is just across the street. The bell chimes above the coffee shop door. Michel and

Allan step outside, paper cupped coffees in hand.

“I dropped half my paycheck on a high-res print of my favourite painting,” Tom

laughs. “Seems silly now that rent’s due. Anyway, it arrives today.”

“Must be one hell of a painting.” The pair sits at a black iron table just outside the

coffee shop’s door.

“It’s The Kiss by Gustav Klimt. You know it?”

“That rings a bell.”

“You’d know if you saw it.”

“Describe it to me.”
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“The painting is of a lovers’ embrace. It’s extravagant — the original used real gold

leaf to make the pair shine — but it’s intimate too.”

“Sounds like a lot to capture in a print.”

“That’s why it was worth the extra money for high resolution.”

Michel’s phone buzzes in his pocket. With a sigh, he pulls the screen out just far

enough to check the caller ID.

“Oh wow. It’s Allan. Haven’t heard from that guy in days.”

“Go ahead and answer. I don’t mind.”

Michel gets up from the patio table and turns his back to Tom as he approaches the

sidewalk. He clears his throat and brings the phone to his ear. “Hey Allan! You ready for this

afternoon’s presentation? I know you’ll do great.”

Tom fiddles with his paper cup coffee as Michel talks on the phone. He distractedly

makes a small tear in the cup’s sleeve.

“Oh! We thought you’d be holed up in the lab psyching yourself up this whole time.”

As Michel looks over his shoulder at Tom, Tom perks up and puts on a closed-lip smile. “Well

then, we’ll be there to pick you up in a few minutes.” Michel sighs heavily as he hangs up and

walks back to the table. “I’m sorry to cut us off early.”

“Don’t sweat it. He’s your friend. You’re right to help him.” Tom stands, coffee in

hand. He waits attentively as Michel looks across the street at the city park.

“He sounded spaced out or… maybe just tired. I’m worried. The guy hasn’t spoken to

anyone on our team since he told us he had a research breakthrough two days ago. We’re all
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dying to see his presentation today. I hate to imagine how upset my boss will be if Allan

misses it and then she finds out I had an opportunity to get him there on time.”

“You don’t need to explain yourself to me.”

“I know, it’s just… dammit.” Michel turns back to Tom. “It never feels like we have

enough time, does it? Allan could have called any time. Why’d it have to be during the most

precious half hour of my day?”

Michel relaxes his shoulders as Tom gently runs his fingers down Michel’s arm. “You

know… we could always meet up after work. Just the two of us.” Tom takes Michel’s hand.

The golden wedding band shimmers.

“Someday soon.” Michel brings Tom’s hand to his lips and tenderly kisses the back of

it. “Come on. We’d better get going.”

Michel releases Tom’s hand and reaches into his pocket to retrieve car keys. In his

hurry, he passes Tom on the sidewalk. Tom looks down at the concrete, composing himself,

then walks close behind.

I move to follow the pair. There’s a surprising effortless feeling to the motion, a

weightlessness. Suddenly, I realise I can’t feel my limbs. I look down to see my body. In its

place, an inky shadow bleeds into the open air. I float toward the coffee shop, shadow tracing

my path like a contrail behind a jet plane. My reflection greets me in the coffee shop window.

My pupil narrows with horror. I’m in the body of a void creature. I am a floater the size of an

apple, suspended in the air by darkness. I want to gasp. I want to feel a chill up my spine. I

want to scream. But all I can do is stare.
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A violet shimmer in the inky air recaptures my attention, and I realise I’m still

holding a piece of the veil. The thread floats through the darkness that cradles me. I picture

loosening my grip. The darkness parts. The thread floats toward the ground and disappears

just before landing. Darkness surrounds me like peaceful sleep.

I feel heavy as I open my eyes. I look down to find feet and hands — flesh and bone

again. Relief washes over me.

“Well, what is it?” Michel stands beside me in the elevator. The shimmering thread of

the veil is gone, pulled from his hazel eye. The number above the elevator door climbs

steadily. Time is back to its regular motion. “What did you want to say about me and Tom?”

“You’ve…” I blink away the confusion. “You’ve got to sort out your feelings for him.

Either call it quits or commit. You aren’t being fair to your wife or Tom — or to yourself.”

“So, you saw us together?"

“No, I… Well, yes.”

“And here I thought you were too wrapped up in your research to pay attention to

little ol’ me.”

The elevator stops on the seventeenth floor. Michel and I walk automatically toward

the conference room where I’m meant to present my research in ten minutes. We approach a

narrow hallway with pale blue walls.

“My research is how I know,” I explain.

Michel raises an eyebrow. “That’s what I really

wanted to talk to you about, actually. It’s just…”

Michel stops in the narrow hallway and faces me.
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“My research results were so much more than I thought they would be. I’m kind of freaked

out.”

“Oh my god.” Michel looks over both shoulders to confirm nobody’s near. “Did you

beat the CIA to unlocking psychic powers?”

“It’s more than that.”

“Man, if that’s true, you’ll never have to fight for research funding again.” My jaw

tightens. “Hey, what does Tom really think about me? Can you listen in?”

“I’m not going to… You’re missing the point.”

“I just want to appreciate your full potential.”

“Wouldn’t it devastate you if just about anyone could see what was happening

between you and Tom?” It’s impossible to explain. “That’s exactly what the results of my

research will allow, and that’s just a start.”

Michel leans on the wall opposite me, hands in his cardigan pockets. “But that’s the

thing, Allan. It wasn’t just anyone. It was you.”

“That doesn’t matter.”

“Sure it does. I’m lucky it was you, because you’re a good person. You won’t share this

knowledge with anyone who would hurt me.”

I shake my head. “Tell that to Einstein after Hiroshima and Nagasaki.”

“Oh, blah.” Michel waves my concern away. “Nukes are a red herring. Think too much

about Little Boy and Fat Man, and you’ll stunt yourself. No. Try to imagine all the good your

research could do.” The keys in his pocket jingle as he leans toward me. “Making people

psychic could solve murders, save lives, inspire empathy — that’s just for starters.”
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“I can imagine endless good possibilities, Michel. I’m not as interested in those as I

am in, well, all the other stuff. There’s more to it than just good and bad. Believe me, I’ve

glimpsed it and it’s…” Words seem to fall short.

A secretary approaches the hallway. Michel stands. She self-consciously tucks a loose

curl behind her ear as she passes between the pair of us. Michel waits for her to be out of

earshot before he looks back at me.

“Allan, you’ve got to think better of people than to bank on them misusing the

incredible knowledge you’ve uncovered. Don’t be greedy.”

“Greedy?”

Michel checks his designer watch. “Your presentation starts soon. We’ve got to get

into the conference room.”

“You go on ahead. I need a minute alone.”

Michel sighs and continues down the hallway. “Try to be quick, alright?” He looks

over his shoulder at me with a pensive frown as he turns the corner.

I walk in the opposite direction, following pale blue

walls to my corner office. I’m shaking a little. My thumb

strokes the harddrive in my pocket as I pass identical

frosted glass doors until I arrive at the one with a metal

plaque that displays my name. I enter. The door clicks shut

behind me.

My office is just as I left it two days ago. White

walls poke through wooden shelves covered in books and
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knick knacks, mostly tacky gifts from office parties. Sand from the zen garden Michel gave

me for my birthday last year has spilled onto a book of verse I meant to find time to read. My

metal desk lamp is hot after being left on for days. I turn it off. Papers litter the desk, covered

in my frantic handwriting. A mug half full of tap water and a trio of dull pencils sit atop the

pile. Something flits past the window behind my blank computer monitor. I can’t discern

whether it was a bird or a floater. Whatever it was, it seemed peaceful. I roll my chair aside

and study the computer tower under the desk. The casing hangs slightly ajar, screws loose

from when I hastily took it apart to remove the harddrive. I pull the harddrive out of my

pocket and toss it onto the crowded desk. A pencil rolls onto the floor.

Of all the offices on this floor, this one has the best view of the city park. I lean on my

desk and peer at the oblivious dreamers below, strolling through the park, driving cars,

visiting the red brick coffee shop. I try to spot the artist I met this morning. Tessa. She’s

probably still stationed at her easel, surrounded by dandelion-covered grass, diligently

completing her painting. It’s a shame my view of where we met is blocked by a twisted elm.

My gaze drifts to the digital clock on my desk. My research presentation was supposed to

start two minutes ago.

I turn again to the harddrive. When focused on the waking realm, I can feel the silk

caress of the veil against my skin. Atoms vibrate around the desk. I exhale slowly, projecting

my will. Viscous darkness leaks from the veil around the harddrive, smothering the little

piece of dreamer technology. Metal cracks. I smile. A frenzy of snapping fills my office until

there is nothing left to break. In the silence, streams of darkness retreat to the veil like an

octopus pulling its limbs beneath the sand. Metal dust is all that’s left of the harddrive.
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The office door clicks open. I look over my shoulder. Michel leans in the doorway,

arms crossed. “You were about to ditch your presentation, weren’t you?”

The familiar click of our lead researcher’s pumps echoes down the hallway. I turn to

face her as she walks dutifully past Michel into my office. A crimson aura surrounds her like

a blood stain. Her anger has captured the attention of creatures in the waking realm. I am the

only one who hears them approach like a powerful gust of wind. The hoard of tiny

galaxy-coloured creatures rushes in like a wave behind the lead researcher. They cover the

floor of my office. I think of mice. Their bodies are oddly comforting against my heels.

“I’m sorry to have wasted your time, Mary.”

“No need to feel bad. It’s nice to respect others, but results are what you’re really paid

to achieve — what we’re all paid to achieve — and Michel tells me you have them. All that’s

left is for you to hand them over to your country.” She holds out her perfectly manicured

hand.

“I can’t do that.”

Mary almost laughs but regains composure and places her hand on her hip. “You used

government money, equipment, and time. The results of that

research do not belong to you.”

“That doesn’t really matter to me… I’m surprised it ever

did.”

“It must be nice to know what truly matters.” She looks

over her shoulder at Michel. He nods and disappears down the
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hallway. “To what do you owe your enlightened state of mind, Allan?”

“This…” I motion at the space around us. Galactic creatures scurrying along the floor

make it seem like the room itself is breathing. “All of this is just a dream. We come here

desperate for a break from reality, and then fools like me waste time trying to rediscover

what we went to sleep to forget. I don’t want to ruin your peaceful sleep or anyone else’s, and

I won’t.”

“Your poetic attitude is charming, but it isn’t enough. If you don’t share the results of

that research with your government, some bastard in China could discover them first and use

them against us.”

Human footsteps march dutifully down the hallway toward my office. It sounds like a

trio, all flesh and bone this time.

“You’re right. I guess I’m willing to bet that poor Chinese bastard would make the

same decision I’m making now.”

“You’re naive.”

“Maybe.”

Michel returns to the doorway with two broad-shouldered security officers. I narrow

my eyes at the tazers holstered against their hips. The hoard of galactic creatures shivers in

anticipation, tickling my heels. Mary steps aside. The security officers enter. There’s only a

step between each of us in this small room. I lean against my desk. My right palm smushes

into the metal dust remnants of the harddrive.

“I don’t want to put you under arrest, Allan,” she warns.

“That’s alright. You won’t.”
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Michel scoffs. “These experiments have messed you up, Allan. You need help. Just

work with us, alright?”

I smile. I guess lucid dreaming looks like madness to those who don’t realise they’re

asleep.

“Arrest him,” Mary commands. The officers reach for the cuffs on their belts.

“No,” I reply. The veil shimmers violet around them. “Stop!”

The officers freeze mid-step. Suspended in the veil, everyone remains as still as clay

sculptures. The creatures at our feet jump into the air, thrilled by the dream’s intensity. Their

collective motion is like a rising tide swallowing our heavy bodies.

I reach forward and seize a violet shimmer. The veil takes me. My consciousness

retreats to timelessness. Atoms eb and flow with the galactic tide. Stardust and shadows.

A raven calls through the darkness. Fresh air fills my lungs. I open my eyes. As an

elderly woman and her jumpy pomeranian walk past me, I know the veil has returned me to

the very place in time I wanted to be. I search for the bipedal shadow creature who

tormented the old woman when I first dreamed this moment and find it on the other side of

the cement path. We lock eyes. Its wispy arms hang lifelessly at its sides. As it tilts its upper

body, I know somehow that it means to acknowledge me. I reply with a nod.

“Poor thing,” the raven’s coarse whisper echoes through my mind. “Poor lonely thing.”

I look up at her through the elm’s branches. “That wasn’t Michel’s fault. He’s just

having a bad dream.”

“You’ll never unlearn what you know, lonely thing.”
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“Don’t let the bird tease you,” a female voice calls from across the dandelion-covered

grass. “She’s being cheeky.” I turn. The artist approaches. Her adoring spectator chorus floats

closely behind.

“Hello again, Tessa.”

“I’m pleased to find you back here. My painting is finished. Would you like to see?”

She motions at the easel a few steps away. Her long ponytail, tied in a galaxy-coloured bow,

sways as we cross the dandelion patch. Inky shadows surround us at the easel. Tessa and her

floaters watch for a reaction as I turn to the painting. I gasp. Tessa smiles.

“It’s wonderful.” A small cloud of cat-like eyes has joined painted Allan in the finished

piece. They float around him and the raven perched in the elm’s branches. The skyline is a

magnificent galaxy with flecks of gold, matching Allan’s galactic eyes. I stand taller and look

back at Tessa. “Even your friends made it into the finished product.”

“Well, I don’t know if I’d call them friends. They just hang around because they like

art.” Tessa runs her fingers through the trail of inky shadow between us. “Actually, they make

it tough to find friends. I get too preoccupied thinking about how other people can’t see

them. Weirds me out.”

“Yeah. I imagine they make it tough to fit in with people.”

Tessa playfully crosses her arms, feigning offence. “On the contrary, I can fit in

everywhere. Nothing can keep me from doing that when I set my mind to it.” She leans

closer. “I just never really belong anywhere.”

I glance at painted Allan and the proud raven. “That sounds lonely.”
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“Sometimes, sure, but now and then, another lucid dreamer crosses my path, and that

keeps life exciting.” A shadow-cradled eye drifts closer, brushing against my cheek. To my

surprise, the creature feels soft and gentle. Tessa laughs. “I think they like you.”

“I’m flattered.”

I admire Tessa’s relaxed posture. I admire the paint splattered on her elegant hands. I

admire her gift for creating windows to the waking realm that even dreamers can see.

“So, lucid dreamer, do you have somewhere to be again today?” she asks.

“I think I’m already where I need to be.”
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